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1 INTRODUCTION

All the lands surrounding the Sea of Rue, with the ex-
ception of Morianda to the west, fall within the region
called Goertha (pronounced as if it were spelled Gow-
ertha). Goerthans had the trappings of civilization im-
posed upon them by the Verentian Empire a few centuries
ago, and still haven’t worked all the kinks out. Dying gods
and civil wars have wrought terrible wounds upon the Go-
erthan peoples in their struggle for identity.

The principal states of Goertha are Worlorn and Galfmor.
They have been at war since they split the theocratic state
of Pallon in 1972 VC (by the Verentian Calendar) before
the present day. Smaller free states surround these power
houses, including Gedringale and Fearthlond.

The region called Goertha is a bowl of land surrounding
the Sea of Rue. Arach forests and rolling hills form the
general character of the land.

2 WEATHER & CLIMATE

Goerthan climate benefits greatly from the moderating ef-
fects of the Sea of Rue, for it is otherwise continental in
nature. The region is humid overall with summers rel-
atively long in the south, and shortening as one travels
north. Temperature extremes are worst in the eastern and
western limits of the Somberwood region.

In the summer, prevailing winds are westerlies, except
where the Sea of Rue changes them. The generally trend
of the winds is actually northwest to southeast. Fearthlond
and Galfmor sometimes get a cold north wind (Troella’s
Gift), which makes their summers mild. The rest of Go-
ertha tends to be pretty hot. Occasional light rainfall
occurs on the Goerthan side of the Durbrach Hills and
Sialinn Mountains.

In autumn, or the season of Descent, Goertha experiences
its worst weather. Throughout the region storms are the
norm. In the areas southeast of the Sea of Rue the rainy
season persists part way into winter.

In the winter the general trend of the winds is southwest
to northeast. Galfmor and Fearthlond are especially rainy
this season, while Tredaen and Tembirdam remain fairly
dry. Temperatures are mild in Morianda and Galfmor, but
most of Goertha gets rather cold this season.

WEATHER TABLE
Month Season Cloudy Temp Ppt

1 Winter 80% 5 65%
2 Winter 80% 5 45%
3 Winter 80% 8 40%
4 Spring 70% 10 35%
5 Spring 70% 12 30%
6 Spring 70% 15 25%
7 Summer 60% 18 25%
8 Summer 60% 18 30%
9 Summer 60% 15 35%
10 Autumn 70% 12 35%
11 Autumn 70% 10 50%
12 Autumn 70% 8 70%

Cloudy—chance for significant cloud cover.

Temperatures in degrees Celsius.

Ppt—precipitation. If it is a cloudy day, this is the chance
for some sort of precipitation to occur.

3 GOERTHAN CALENDAR

The Goerthan calendar is based on the Verentian one, with
Verentian names for the months translated into Saerish.
The Druich calendar used prior to Verentian influence was
supressed ruthlessly and eventually the Verentian calendar
replaced it even in areas where the Verentians had little
control (such as Galfmor). Today, the priestesses of Li-
dach still use the Druich calendar, and the Order of Law
consults for accurate dating of religious events.
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Month Saerish Season
1 Brent Ascent
2 Arhant Ascent
3 Rellent Ascent
4 Selant Summer
5 Glant Summer
6 Dent Summer
7 Brissent Descent
8 Effellor Descent
9 Sarpellor Descent
10 Glisterent Winter
11 Morent Winter
12 Marpellor Winter

Notes: The Duntheor is a mythical plains beast with bul-
bous horns; the Great Deer is based on Megaloceros. For
more information on the activities, see the section on Go-
erthan economy.

3.1 THE GOERTHAN WEEK

Days of the week are not named, but may be described rel-
ative to the nearest Templeday. Templedays occur on the
3rd, 8th, 13th, 18th, 23rd, and 28th of each month. The
20th of Glant, when the present campaign began, could
also be referred to as the 2nd day after Madrach. The 21st
is then the 2nd day before Cro’ach, and the 22nd is the 1st
day before Cro’ach.

Days of the Month Templeday High Month
3rd Lidacha Brissent
8th Pellacha Sarpellor
13rd Troacha Effellor
18th Madrach Brent
23rd Croach Glant
28th Driunach Glisterent

Templedays are set aside for honoring the specified Drue
Lord. They are not necessarily compulsory nor non-
working days. Usually local customs differ on what ac-
tivities occur on Templedays. The ‘high month’ specified
in the table above is the one Templeday out of the year for
the Drue Lord that is a major holiday.

3.2 THE GOERTHAN MONTH

Years in Madoria are 360 days long, and are divided into
12 months of 30 days each. The Madorian moon shows
the same nine faces at approximately the same time every
month.

Face Days of the Month
Peeking (Crescent) 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th
Exposing (Half) 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th
Waxing (Gibbous) 9th, 10th, 11th
Revealed (Full) 12th, 13th
Bright (Full) 14th, 15th
Waning (Gibbous) 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th
Hiding (Half) 20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd
Ducking (Crescent) 24th, 25th, 26th
Hidden (New) 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th

4 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

The Mir-Rue and its Basin defines the Goerthan land re-
gion, excepting the Moriandan Plain. Essentially a circu-
lar sea fed by a radiating network of rivers, the region is
about nine hundred kilometres in diameter and bordered
by hills and mountains on all sides except the west.

4.1 COASTAL LOWLANDS

Eastern Lowlands: These are gently rolling hills and
quiet valleys formed by dozens of small streams running
from the Gledharring to the Sea of Rue.

Gistlon: The soggy coast south of Lock-Saghleas. A
branch of the Targelon forests swing around Lock-Sagleas
through here. Gistlon is so-named for the shrouds of fog
which hang perpetually over her dark needle-leaf canopy.
Despite its dismal appearance, Gistlon is home to a tribe
of peoples called simply Gistlings. They fish and hunt
along the coast and in the forests, and dwell in simple vil-
lages of wattle and daub huts.

Somberflow Basin: The valley of the mighty Somber-
flow is the heart of Worlorn. The Royal Domain of Sollon
and the Duchy of Brissenmor are the largest political di-
visions, half of the basin. Upriver beyond Brissenmor are
the border highlands, beginning at Moell.

Torrent Valley : A plain including the valleys of Flood
Torrent and the Graff rivers. The Feards and the knights
of Galfmor fought many battles here.

4.2 GLEDHARRING-SIALINN RANGE

Gledharring Mountains : The great range of moun-
tains running from Braghan to Ralubia. The kingdom of
Gedringale is nestled in its peaks. South of Gedringale,
these mountains are called the Sialinns by the folk of Mer-
glan. Here the mountains valleys and foothills are the
home of primitive tribesmen. Simple Axe, the founder
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of the original bandit chiefdom Anech, was one such hill-
man.

Haifen Hills : Hills between the dales of Haifen and Rood,
they rise up to the Geshirt Pass. Thehaifenis an elegant,
golden water fowl of surpassing beauty. In these hills in
the vicinity of the town of Haifen are several ponds and
small lakes home to great flocks of these creatures.

4.3 NORTHERN PLATEAU

Broic Highlands (Copper Hills): Cold and rugged hills
of Fearthlond’s northern fringe. They are inhabited by the
Brolings and crossed laterally by the Copper Road. Like
other parts of Targelon, the Broics are draped in needle-
leaf forest. The Brolings themselves are human hunter-
gatherers who occasionally trade with the Fearth, but are
also rumored to have relations with the grueslin follow-
ers of the Copper King. Following the Copper Road leads
to a network of mines controlled by this legendary figure,
who is believed to be a younger Cromir well on his way
to adulthood.

Lock-Saghleas: A barren plateau whose single highlight
is Angerny Eldon. Lock-Saghleas (Saer. Loch-Saglis) is
haunted by the mysterious Kolmerlang, Guardians of the
Mountain.

Riding Moors: The hills between Darrack Wood and
Lock-Saghleas, the Riding Moors are split lengthwise by
a winding river whose source is somewhere in the forest.

4.4 SOUTHERN DIVIDE

Durbrach Hills : The range of hills which form the divide
between Goertha and Ralubia. They are steep on their
southern slopes where there are many cliffs. The northern
slopes fall gradually into the valleys of the Mir-Rue, and
are extensively forested. The Durbrach hills are largely
unexploited, except for the iron mine at Durbrach Keep.

Graff Hills : Hills of Grueslin Wood, between Cro-Carlon
and Durth. The Graffs are wild, inhabited by grueslin and
primitive hill tribes. These folks live in caves or the boles
of trees, sometimes building thatch huts.

4.5 WESTERN HIGHLANDS

Between the Somberflow Basin and Halribia is this
wooded, upland area. The largest town is Glan. The peo-
ple are predominantly herdsmen and thus the region is a
sparsely populated one.

Cromirlon Mountains : Not actually within Goertha, this

is a range of alps on the coast of Albir Gulf. The most im-
portant peak is Domber, which houses the subterranean
fortress capital of King Haroz, the elder Cromir once
sought by Hueor. The rest of the Cromirlon Mountains
are infested with grueslin, beastmen, and other Cromir-
lings, and networked by mines and cave-dwellings. Ac-
tive volcanoes exist among the peaks of the western edge,
overlooking Albir Gulf.

Lorn Hills : These hills fringe the Raenwood around
Glan, keeping the area around the town sheltered from
bad weather.

Merandine Mountains: A northern branch of the
Cromirlons, which begins at Erevarche Pass and ends at
the southern border of Morianda. The Merandines are
lightly patrolled and scattered villages exist, but the area
is still infested with outlaws and an occasional band of
grueslin. They pose constant problems for folk of Hal-
ribia.

Tembirdam Heights: Foothills of the Merandine Moun-
tains which extend further along the top of Glumwater
Valley and into Raenwood. The Tembirdam Heights form
the upland backbone of the Duchy of Tembirdam. Only
the lower, southern, slopes are settled, and then only
lightly.

4.6 RIVERS & WATERS

Rue, Sea of: A large saltwater inland sea of Goertha. Go-
ertha generally includes the entire catchment basin which
feeds the Sea of Rue. The rivers feed the sea over low-
lands that tend to be marshy, with the worst at Gistlon.
There aren’t any good coastal ports on the Sea of Rue, ex-
cept at Mirsach, but Flood Torrent is navigable to Doell
and Somberflow to Moell. Fishing boats large and small
are the primary traffic on the sea. A few barges also fol-
low the coast to transport supplies between coastal vil-
lages and river towns.

Abran-Lach is known to sail upon the Sea of Rue in a
magical boat, which he has lent to heroes in the past.
Often disguised as a crusty old fisherman, Abran-Lach
keeps a watchful eye over the waters, in part as his duty
to guard Welgonell, the cloud castle of Malladun, which
floats somewhere over the sea.

Omenarcas, Lake: This is a freshwater lake on the bor-
ders of Worlorn, Morianda, and Halribia. At the south-
ern extremity of the lake sits the Halribian castle called
Omen. It is of solid, blockish Ralubian design, ominous
compared to the simple structures of the Goerthans, or the
fancier architecture of the Mori.
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4.6.1 BALFFING SYSTEM

Fearthlond is drained by numerous streams (include the
River Riding) that feed Lake Balffing which in turn emp-
ties out into the Mir-Rue via Flood Torrent.

Balffing, Lake: A large lake (or tiny inland sea) at the
head of the Flood Torrent and central to Fearthlond. Three
major castles of Fearthlond sit at ends of Lake Balffing
like three points on a triangle. The lake itself provides the
principle means of communication between them.

On the eastern side of the lake the Gledharring Mountains
drop as cliffs into the lake. High up these lofty crags is
said to be the dwelling hall of the crone goddess Troella.

The other sides are hills, creased directly to the west by
the Riding. Here is the heartland of the kingdom of the
Fearth, surrounded by the needleleaf forests of Targelon.

Flood Torrent : Runs from Lake Balffing to the Sea of
Rue. Its course did not exist until washed out by the Great
Flood. The Flood Torrent Valley was the site of many bat-
tlefields during Pallon’s wars with Fearthlond.

Graff River : The southernmost major waterway of the
Galfmor heartland, the Graff flows past Gaith and Loglan
to the Sea of Rue. The Graff valley is the most heavily
populated region of the heartland both because the climate
is better than the valley of the Flood Torrent, and because
the area has been relatively untouched by war.

4.6.2 GEDRING SYSTEM

Gedring River: Flowing from headwaters near Gedral to
the Sea of Rue, and passing Haifen, Durth, and Saint, the
Gedring is the primary waterway of Merglan.

Rood River: The river flowing from the Gledharring to
the Sea of Rue through the small town of Rood. It joins
the Gedring not far from that river’s mouth, near Saint.

4.6.3 MORSE SYSTEM

Morse River: Flowing between Worlorn and Galfmor,
the Morse begins in the Gledharring and passes through
Cro-Carlon. Morse-town was once a thriving river port,
but suffered massive damage in the latest conflict between
Galfmor and Worlorn.

4.6.4 SOMBERFLOW SYSTEM

The most important drainage system of Worlorn is that of
the Somberflow.

Glumwater: A tributary of the Somberflow. The

Glumwater is the major waterway of Tembirdam, running
along the feet of the Heights before meeting the Somber-
flow at the town of Moell (in Hidmor). Here are clustered
the castles and villages of Tembirdam; quiet, backward,
and stable compared to much of the rest of Worlorn.

Somberflow: The major river of Worlorn, which carries
the accumulated watershed from the Durbrach Hills and
the Merandine Mountains. A days ride after Stade, the
river is broad and sluggish, but ideal for boats and barges.
The Somberflow is navigable all the way up to Moell.

Wede: A tributary of the Somberflow, which runs north
through the Barony of Riudsech. The Wede is wide
enough to require a ferry crossing as far up as Tanhalm.

4.7 WOODLANDS

Darrack Wood: A forest of proud arach trees on the
northwestern border of Fearthlond, home to grueslin who
acknowledge the Copper King as their lord. Peck tribes-
men make their home in the arach trees, and wandering
bands of Krick or Reudlang from Targelon or Lokkevan
occasionally make forays into this woodland.

Grueslin Wood: The farthest east portion of Somber-
wood, which is the southeastern border of Cro-Carlon.
Grueslin Wood is named because it is the part of the for-
est Hueor didnot slaughter every grueslin in sight. (And
if you ask one of the older folk what it was called before,
they’ll say Grueslin Wood. But it’sstill called that ’cause
of Hueor).

Raenwood: A smallish forest on the borders of Halribia,
Morianda, and Worlorn. The highway connecting Ome-
don and Glan crosses it. Raenwood is fairly well-patrolled
and inhabited by folk from all three realms.

Sioncarwood: A finger of Somberwood which forms the
division between Brissenmor and Hidmor. Like Somber-
wood proper, this forest is hilly and difficult to cross.
Arachs dominate more here than in Somberwood. Sion-
carwood is mostly wild, though occasional settlers can be
found along the fringes.

Somberwood: The deep, dark forest carpeting the Dur-
brach Hills. At lower elevations, arachs predominate.
Where the forest reaches the heights of the Durbrachs,
pines take over. Inhabited by bandits, woodsmen, and the
priestesses of Lidach, Somberwood is also infested with
all varieties of nasties. The Ralubian/Forest Road runs
through the forest, patrolled by knights from Brissenmor
and Tharam.

Somewhere in Somberwood is an enchanted grove, where
dwell the high priestesses of Lidach. The priestesses grow
drueberry shrubs there, the fruit of which bestow upon the
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Drue Lords their immortality. On Lidacha of Brissent,
the High Holiday of the goddess, the priestesses sacrifice
young men to the goddess and sprinkle the shrubs with
the blood. Or so it is said.

5 FAUNA & FLORA

5.1 ANIMALS

Gantach: A 2 m-long hunting beast, also useful as a
guard or war beast. They are expensive to train and breed,
thus usually held in common in villages. Nobles tend
to own them in plenty. Habitat: Temperate woods and
plains; Activity: Any; Diet: carnivore; Type: chaser;
Average Lifespan: 16 years; Weight: 200 kg; Weapons:
Teeth; Armor: Scales

Gardell: Pricey, difficult to breed two-legged avio-
saurids. They are both scaled and feathered, with toothed
beaks and vicious claws. Gardells are typically bred to
have flashy colors. Nobles and knights ride them into bat-
tle. Habitat: Temperate land; Activity: Day; Diet: carni-
vore; Type: pouncer; Average Lifespan: 10 years; Weight:
800 kg; Weapons: Claws & Teeth; Armor: Scales.

Gluck: A typical farm fowl, kept by nearly all peasant
families. Glucks are similar to chickens, but as stupid as
turkeys. Gluck hens can be expected to produce a half-
dozen or so glucklings yearly. Diet: herbivore; Type:
grazer; Average Lifespan: 8 years; Weight: 8 kg

Horligan : An unusual creature, a bit larger than a cat, big
enough for a child to sit upon. The horligan is armored
and swift and nearly impossible to capture. Each of its
body parts is useful in magical preparations, and valuable
treasure spills out if its shell is cracked open.

Hueglach: A common, two-legged pack beast related to
the gardell. Hueglachs can be rode by small persons, but
usually serve to carry light loads. Habitat: Temp to trop
swamp or forest; Activity: Day; Diet: omnivore; Type:
hunter; Average Lifespan: 10 years; Weight: 500 kg;
Weapons: Teeth; Armor: Scales.

Org: The domesticated org provides meat and dairy prod-
ucts and is cheap to feed, since they eat anything. If not
fattened for food, orgs can also serve as guard animals,
and can even keep out scarworms if given proper num-
bers. Orgs are commonly used to help clear stubble after
harvest, though they are not as efficient as pack lizards.
Diet: omnivore; Type: gatherer; Average Lifespan: 10
years; Weight: 100 kg; Weapons: Teeth; Armor: Hide.

Pack Lizard: The ubiquitous four-legged draft animal of
Madoria. They are used both to pull carts and wagons, and
to carry medium loads on their backs. Pack lizards are

also employed to graze on the stubble left after harvest-
ing. Habitat: Any warm land; Activity: Day; Diet: omni-
vore; Type: grazer; Average Lifespan: 12 years; Weight:
1100 kg; Weapons: Teeth; Armor: Scales.

Scarworm: Eight-metre long, two-metre high predators
of seedworms. They are uncommon forest dwellers, but
occasionally provide a real threat to farms. Diet: car-
nivore; Strategy: nocturnal eater; Average Lifespan: 5
years; Weight: 250 kg; Weapons: Mandibles; Armor:
Chitin.

Seedworm: Six metres long and a metre in diameter,
these burrowing detritivores have two purposes on Go-
erthan farms: turning soil and filling stomachs. Seed-
worms are cheap and their flesh preserves well when
salted and dried. Unfortunately the yield is rather low:
only about 5% of the animal’s weight is salvageable as
edible meat after death. Diet: herbivore; Type: filter; Av-
erage Lifespan: 6 years; Weight: 680 kg.

5.2 PLANTS

Dachaills: A sweet, golden fruit imported from southern
nations. The dachaill is used in confections. The dachaill
can also be used to produce a wine, which can further be
processed into a beverage similar to cognac. Each are of
dachaill orchard can yield 300 litres of produce, at 0.5 kg
per litre.

Deaberry: A thorny, fruit-bearing shrub that grows on
hillsides near rivers and ponds. Deaberries are purplish
and used in pastries and desserts. They are sweet and
slightly sour. Each are of deaberry orchard can yield 300
litres of produce, at 0.35 kg per litre.

Drue: A rare magical shrub associated with tiulach
groves. The berries of the drue are said to confer im-
mortality upon the gods. They are extremely poisonous
to mortals. The priestesses of Lidach tend the plants at
the sacred shrine Glan Druich in Somberwood.

Geith: Given poor soils, geith is grown. In a two or three-
field system, geith is planted during autumn. Scythes are
used for harvesting. Geith is ground up to make flour for
pastries and biscuits. Every 2 litres of geith seed can yield
5 litres of grain. The average yield density is 900 litres of
grain per hectare, at 0.4 kg per litre.

Grop: In better soils, grop is grown. In a two- or three-
field system, grop is planted in the spring. The thin, elon-
gated sheaths which hold the grain may be shaken loose,
but typically a hacking knife is used for cutting. The grop
produces a seed which is ground up to make a coarse,
cake-like bread, or used as a crunchy snack. Boiled grop
soup is renowned for its lack of flavor. Grop has a yield
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ratio of 4:1. On the average each hectare of grop produces
1 kL of grain, at 0.7 kg per litre.

Rhal: A Ralubian import, the rhal does not grow well ex-
cept in well-cared-for gardens. Rhalberries are delicious
fruits used in pastries or as standalone desserts. Rhalberry
pie recipies are hot items for contests and conversation.
Each are of rhalberry orchard can yield 300 litres of pro-
duce, at 0.35 kg per litre.

Tiulach: A ubiquitous tree which grows singly amidst
other broadleafs. Tiulachs are massive trees often asso-
ciated with nature spirits. A tiulach grove is a sure sign of
a spiritual power node.

6 PEOPLES

6.1 THE ARISTINGS

The Aristings descend directly from the first peoples who
descended Angerny Eldon and took the trip down the
Cliffs of Tereckaning. As such, they have always ac-
corded themselves a special status, and even the Veren-
tians, who conquered them, treated them differently than
other subjugated peoples.

Gorlings: Gorlish clans were once the devout and loyal
subjects of the Tassotarn of Pallon, these peoples still cen-
ter around Mirsach and the nearby valleys. The Gorlish
are split between the Mirsachans, who support the old or-
der, and the Grathlanes, who are the open-minded, volatile
new order.

Merglannish: In Merglan the clans have belligerent
houses concentrated in the fertile valleys draining into the
Sea of Rue from the southeast. They are clannish and
self-sufficient, but responsible for providing the backbone
of Galfmor’s mounted forces.

Saerish: The Saerish folk make up the bulk of the people
in Goertha. The Saers are similar to the Dalings, but not
quite as heavy and hazel eyes are not as common. There
used to be a Kingdom of Saerlon, but that was so long ago
no one remembers. There are many legends of Saerlon,
however. More recent are the events surrounding the fall
of the Sacred Realm of Pallon.

Langings: Langings were Aristings of Angorlon who as-
cended the Valley to dwell by the lake. Descendants of
many of the Langings are now rustic peasants who work
on the banks of the River Riding, but most fled northward
across the Copper Hills and into the forests.

Kolmerlangs: The Kolmerlangs were Langings who be-
came the Chosen Guardians of the Mountain (Angerny
Eldon). After the Feard conquered the Balffing Basin,

the Kolmerlangs defended Lock-Saghleas from infidels
such as they as well as all other hostile trespassers. The
Kolmerlang are a strange folk, ruled firmly by a mysteri-
ous priesthood.

6.2 FOLK OF GEDRINGALE

The folk of the mountainous country of Gedringale tend to
be a little heavy, averaging 1.8 m tall. They have auburn
or brown hair, hazel or brown eyes, and fair to average
complexions. These people are of Aristing-descent, but
Gedringale was sealed by an impenetrable ring of moun-
tains for centuries until only about 6 decades ago, when
the Geshirt Pass mysteriously opened. Centuries of isola-
tion produced a unique culture.

Ralings: Ralings are men of the Dales: the rolling green
and pleasant meadows which give Gedringale its name,
gedring meaning northwards and rale meaning dales. The
Ralings avoid high places and always travel afoot.

Shibberlings: The name of these folks comes from the
term “shire-brelane,” which means Cliff Walkers. These
bold folk live in cave-and-rock towns on the high summits
of Gedringale’s mountainous borders. The Shibberlings
invented a device similar to a hang-glider, which they use
to travel across chasms and down cliffs.

Madringals: Madringals are followers of Lady Wake and
seek to travel through as many lands outside of Gedringale
as they can. They are a superstitious, mystical clan who
never remain too close to non-Dale people.

6.3 FOLK OF TARGELON

The Danthings descended Angerny Eldon but refused to
follow Suron-Dur down the Cliffs of Tereckaning. Instead
they turned to dwell in the forests of Targelon, godless.
Though the Danthings are at least as diverse as the Arist-
ings, in Goertha only the Fards (or Fearths) maintain a
strong presence.

Fardic: Also spelled Fearthick, these peoples live mostly
in Fearthlond, a rough country north of Galfmor. Some
Fards have come south to fight for one side or another.
Fards are tall and heavy, with blond to brown hair, blue-
grey to green eyes and fair to average complexions.

Gistlings: Gistlings are men of dark and shrouded Gist-
lon, between Tamaron (spelled Tamarel on the map) and
Galfmor. The Gistlings are a gaunt and sour folk who
tend to be avoided by civilized men. They seem content
to live a primitive, spartan existence isolated in their cold
and bleak land.
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7 LANGUAGES

Most of the names found in the descriptions are in Saer-
ish, which is spoken throughout most of Goertha. Occa-
sionally Fearthic and Verentian names also appear. Many
Goerthans will speak Verentian, especially those of the
nobility and merchants. Fearthic is spoken mainly in
Fearthlond. Dalish is spoken in Gedringale, but that lan-
guage is rapidly being superceded by Saerish.

8 GOERTHAN SOCIETY

8.1 FAMILY & KINSHIP

Kinship Patriarchal
Lineage Patrilineal
Inheritence Primogeniture

Marriage Rules: It is customary for suitors to engage in
a contest appropriate to their social class to earn the right
to marry. Typical contests include creating works of art,
songs, and combat. Only the winner has permission to
even ask the girl for her hand. If that’s not bad enough,
the girl has the right to refuse the winner of the contest.
When Crohelm won such a contest for the hand of Pella,
she refused him. Instead of quietly going his way, Cro-
helm waited around until another such contest was held,
and won that one too. Again Pella refused him. This went
on for quite some time, much to Pella’s chagrin (not to
mention to the hordes of suitors who were unable to de-
feat Crohelm).

Naming: Nobles take their clan name and a given name,
given name first. Peasants have only one name, with a
possible eponym.

8.2 SOCIETY CHARACTERISTICS

Progressiveness Conservative
Planning Medium Term (6 to 10 years)
Advancement Advancing
Growth Competitive
Militancy Neutral
Unity Discordant
Tolerance Neutral

8.3 SOCIAL CLASSES & STATUS

The noble landholders form an important economic class,
held in check by the religion-based political-social Orders
of Rule, War, Law, and Aid (abbreviated OR, OW, OL,
and OA respectively). Artisans who are masters of their

crafts also hold a special status, due to their patron Drue
Lord Magundurn.

8.4 THE ORDERS

The Drue Lord Morchane, a devout follower of Malladun,
saw the need for organizations that would be responsible
for knowing what pleases the gods. Hence his original
Order of Rule was made up of priests, who extended the
range of authority for the gods, and could keep the early
Saerish kings in line. Other Drue Lords founded the re-
maining Orders as the needs for checks and balances were
seen. The leaders of the Orders were always answerable
to Malladun. After the death of Malladun, only Worlorn
still maintains with certainty some semblance of the tradi-
tional Orders; the practice has been dropped in Galfmor.

The Order of Rule: During the age of Pallon, rank-
ing priests held positions in this order. In Worlorn they
have been replaced by the lords—i.e, wealthy landown-
ers. Malladun is associated with the Order of Rule.

The Order of War: These are the various ranks of knights,
or military officers. Knights who serve together often
adopt a warlike deity as a patron: Crohelm, Tralloth, Tir-
Cadrun, or, less commonly, Fendor or Magundurn.

The Order of Law: The hierophants. This order is respon-
sible for educating the populace in the traditions. They
are the keepers of Romang, the sacred script, and articles
written in it. The hierophants have their own monaster-
ies where their scribes and scholars pursue their erudite
interests. They usually have at least one school in state
castles and towns, as well. Space for shrines to Romach
and Morchane are typically reserved at these places.

The Order of Aid: Minor government officials; members
are responsible for the busy work of managing the gov-
ernment. This is the only Order in which members of the
peasantry may belong, through sponsorship of a friendly
lord. Malladun, Lidach, Fendor, Drune, and Abran-Lach
are associated with the Order of Aid.

Membership in the Orders is restricted to members of
landholding clans, with the exception of the Order of Aid,
which accepts commoners in its lower ranks. It is possi-
ble for a privileged noble to sponsor a commoner, provid-
ing the means necessary for sustaining membership in an
Order. Also, the transfer of land ownership can likewise
grant priviliges to a common-born person.
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STATUS LEVELS
Sample Occupations Status Level
King/OR 6 20
Lord/OR 1–5 18–19
Knight/OW 15–17
Minister/OA 4–6 14–15
Hierophant/OL 13–15
Master Artisan 13
Minister/OA 1–3 10–12
Merchant 9–11
Townsman 7–9
Artisan 6
Servant 4–5
Field hand 2–3
Unemployed 1
Outlaw 0

8.4.1 MODES OF ADDRESS

ORDER OF RULE
1 Fach-Bandae (King)
2 Fach-Drath (Duke)
3 Boertaen (Prince)
4 Mortaen (Marchion)
5 Ardrie (Count)
6 Glanrie (Baron)

Tassotarn means “Judge for the Gods.” Fach-Bandae
means “Shield of the People.” In the times of the Drue
Lords, the Fach-Bandae were the heroes who protected
the Saers whilst they resettled the land. The leader of
these bands was often referred to as the Fach-Bandae.

ORDER OF WAR
1 Haertaen (Grand Master)
2 Gurtaen (Master)
3 Bathtaen (Kt Commander)
4 Pengar (Kt Banneret)
5 Brogar (Kt Companion)
6 Langar (Kt Bachelor)

The -taen ending indicates a military leader, with the
prefix for rank, hence haertaen, gurtaen, bathtaen—army
leader, war leader, battle leader. The -gar ending means
“hero” (or knight).

ORDER OF AID
1 Fachtaen (Legate)
2 Brotaen (Minister)
3 Haesiar (Secr-General)
4 Trosiar (Counselor)
5 Haennar (1st Secretary)
6 Troennar (2nd Secretary)

ORDER OF LAW
1 (Gr. Hierophant)
2 (Magister)
3 (Prelector)
4 (Luminant)
5 (Reader)
6 (Scribe)

8.5 DRESSING HABITS

Goertha has fairly well-defined seasons, and the costume
reflects this primarily in the choice of long-sleeved or
short-sleeved tunics. In the worst weather, add a hooded
cloak of coarse muegran to any given individual’s cos-
tume.

8.6 BURIAL CUSTOMS

Goerthans bury their dead, dedicating the flesh to Drune
but the soul to the keeper of Welgonell (who used to be
Malladun). Villages and manors typically have a few
acres dedicated to the burying of the dead, often in a
walled or fenced enclosure. The dead are wrapped in a
brown shroud (the color of Drune) until the day of the
burial, when a reversal occurs. On the day of the burial,
the dead person is dressed as they were in life, whilst the
living dress themselves in brown.

The ceremony is typically performed by the current head
of the household, usually with the assistance of a second
who can be a member of any religious Order, typically the
Order of Aid.

The wealthy are able to afford fancy casks to store the
dead in. Poorer folk simply bury the corpse as is. Grave-
markers are almost always simple stone blocks, carved
with the symbols of the occupant’s profession, clan, and
religious affiliation.

Typical attire for a male of the Order of Rule:

• A fancy long-sleeved tunic reaching to the knees,
made of imported fabric and adorned with jewels.

• An undershirt of muegran.

• Loose trousers, also of imported fabric.

• Gardell-skin boots.

• An appropriate crown or coronet, and other jewelry,
especially medallions and rings.

Typical attire for a male of the Order of War:
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• A tunic adorned according to rank, long- or short-
sleeved, reaching to the knees, usually made of
coarsely-woven muegran.

• During times of war, a quilted gambeson instead of
the tunic.

• An undershirt of muegran.

• Loose trousers of muegran.

• Orghide leather belt, with a pouch and knife.

• Orghide leather boots.

• Rings and pins to signify leadership positions, soci-
ety membership, etc.

Typical attire for a male of the Order of Law:

• Flowing muegran robes, adorned according to rank,
but always dyed a hue of green.

• A muegran undershirt.

• Muegran trousers.

• Orghide leather shoes or boots.

• Religious emblems, rings to signify positions of au-
thority, etc.

Typical attire for a male of the Order of Aid:

• Either a long-sleeved muegran coat, or a short vest,
depending on season. Usually dyed a favorite color,
but otherwise unadorned.

• Muegran trousers, tied with an orghide leather belt.

• Orghide leather shoes or boots, depending on occu-
pational requirements.

• Rings to signify positions of authority or sphere of
influence.

Typical attire for a woman of the upper classes:

• Long flowing dress of muegran or imported fabric,
adorned according to status.

• Occasionally a muegran underdress is also worn,
particularly during the colder months.

• Trousers, usually muegran, worn under the dress.

• Shoes or slippers of imported fabric, or coarse mue-
gran.

• Jewelry, especially necklaces.

Typical attire for a man of the lower classes:

• A simple muegran tunic, long- or short-sleeved.
Not usually dyed but may be bleached an off-white
or yellowish color.

• Trousers for those who can afford them, also of
muegran, tied around the waist with cloth or cord;
otherwise legs are bare.

• Barefoot, or coarse muegran boots, tied around the
ankles with cord or cloth.

Typical attire for a woman of the lower classes:

• A simple muegran dress, long-sleeved and reaching
to the ankles. Legs and feet typically bare.

• Better-off women also wear trousers and boots as
per men, above.

9 GOERTHAN ARCHITECTURE

Building Materials : The chief building materials are
arachwood and stone.

Motifs : The Mace, the Sun, the Helm. These are the chief
symbols of Malladun, and they representing his status as
Ruler, Benefactor, and Defender.

Drue Berry : This berry, the source of immortality, repre-
sents the power of the gods. Typical patterns are repeated
berry sprigs or intertwined drue branches.

Helm Motif : Domes take on a helmeted appearance.
Overhanging makes them appear oversized and an added
brim adds shadows and a brooding appearance.

The Mace: The “spiked” tower look characteristic of Go-
erthan fortifications. In this style the merlons project at an
angle over the lip of the tower. Associated with the sun
motif, the mace element adds a “handle” or long rectan-
gular structure to the sun, which becomes a mace head.
Most Goerthan temples take this form.

Sun Motif : Occasionally spires are tipped by sun symbols
as in Ralubian architecture, but often decorative, radiating
elements are simply added to the crowns of towers and
columns.
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10 GOERTHAN RELIGION

The origin myth of Goertha concerns the epic battle be-
tween the Gods of Men and the Cromirlonians.

The gods of Goertha usually maintain a physical presence
in the world, though their abodes might be unreachable by
mundane means. For example, Drune is king of Drunolon,
a dark realm beneath the ground. As one story goes, the
Mad Wizard of Mirsach blew a hole in the bottom of the
Phirine Sea to gain access to Drunolon and rescue a dear
friend from death. Malladun lived in Welgonell, which
is a fortress that presumably still floats in the skies above
the Sea of Rue, perpetually hidden by clouds. Lidach sup-
posedly lives amongst her priestesses in Glan Druich. As
far as anyone knows, Troella and Pella still dwell in the
mountain fastnesses of Fearthlond.

Historical Note: The most popular gods of the Goerthans
are those collectively known as theDrue Lords, so-called
after the secret grove in Somberwood called Glan Druich
where the priestesses of Lidach cultivate the drue plant,
from whence the Drue Lords gain their immortality. The
Goerthans maintain that they have always worshipped
Malladun first, and that the Drue Lords were servants of
Malladun. (See section on Drue Lords, below).

Other religions exist in Goertha, especially in fringe areas,
introduced by Verentian, Ralubian, and Gedringal incur-
sions. Halribia is a kingdom established by Relorians that
pays homage to old Relorian and Cazrian deities, and ev-
erywhere in Goerthan towns small foreign cults are known
to thrive in the foreign quarters. It is also believed that
King Drunhar of Galfmor worships sinister southern gods.

10.1 RELIGIOUS PRACTICES

Goerthan religion is based more on the strictures imposed
by the Order of Law, which claims authority derived from
Malladun (or did when the god still existed), than on any
precepts demanded by the gods. The priesthood repre-
sents the entire pantheon, usually in the name of the King
of the Gods. Since this was Malladun and he is gone, there
will be confusion for some time until another god takes
the position. The Resurrectionist Movement has risen to
bring order to the confusion. Their ultimate goal should
be obvious from their name.

The existence of the gods is unquestioned on Madoria.
However, philosophers often ask question such as “Why
were humans brought to Madoria? What purpose do we
serve?” The prevalent outlook in Goertha was that for-
mulated by eastern tribes (the Relorians) that encroached
upon the lands once called Cazria (now Ralubia), and
hence the term “Relorianism” is often used to describe it.

When the Saers repopulated Goertha after the Big Flood,
they brought the eastern philosophy they had adopted dur-
ing their sojourn in Cazria with them. Relorianism basi-
cally says “it does not matter where we came from; we
simply are and we do what we must to please the gods.”

When in prayer, Goerthans kneel and bow their heads in
the direction of the Sea of Rue. However, in their temples,
it is most appropriate to kneel before the representation of
the god. Common prayers seek insight or favor in an en-
deavor.

10.2 THE HIGH GODS

Abran-Lach : He sails the Sea of Rue on a magical ship,
which he lends to mortals now and then. The boat can
reach places mortals dare not tread. Tir-Cadrun was able
to reach Malladun’s hall by borrowing Abran-Lach’s ship.

Drune: Lord of Drunolon, the Underworld, a place inhab-
ited by Cromirlonians. Drune is not necessarily a malev-
olent deity, though the tasks he places upon his servants
usually make him appear so. Aside from corraling the
souls of the departed, Drune also keeps watch over Temor-
gor, the prison of Eimragh the Creator. Drune’s color is
brown.

“Drune take your soul!”

Fendor: The Hunter, whose symbols include the sun and
the great deer. His color is gold. Fendor had been hunting
and caught a great deer when he encountered Eimragh. He
offered the Cromir king the deer, but Eimragh refused the
gift and threatened to rid the world of men, thus starting
the Gur-Docherlan.

To the Saers, to “refuse a gift” means to start a war.

Lidach: Queen of the Gods, wife to Malladun. She is the
keeper of the drue-berry, a magical red fruit that bestows
immortality upon the gods. Unlike other gods in the Go-
erthan pantheon, Lidach has her own sect of priestesses.

“May Lidach grant you long life.”

Malladun : King of the Gods, Malladun is also responsi-
ble for gathering the clouds and making the rain fall. After
his statue was toppled in the Siege of Mirsach, Malladun
was declared dead. His Mace, the symbol of his rule, was
stolen by his enemies and spirited out of Goertha. Mal-
ladun’s color was azure, and he dwelt in the cloud castle
called Welgonell.

10.3 THE DRUE LORDS

Following the Great Drought, the land was overrun by
beastmen and monsters. Human tribes fought every mo-
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ment of their existence. They sought the gods for help,
but the gods were busy fighting the gods of the beast-
men. At last the wizard Morchane decided to do some-
thing about the situation. With Malladun’s blessings, he,
over the course of several generations, assembled a group
of heroes, each gifted with wizardry. These were the Drue
Lords. Each lord took a tribe under his wing and led them
into battle. For this reason the descendants of the tribes
even today associate themselves with a particular Drue
Lord.

Crohelm: Warlord. Morchane decided he was not up to
the task once the group was together, and elected Crohelm
because the warrior was charismatic and strong. Indeed,
Crohelm is a sight to see in battle. He has an inspiring
battle cry, an enchanted helmet that gives him protection
and excellent vision, and a penchant for leaping into battle
alongside his gardell. The color of Crohelm is blood red.
He is always pictured as a warrior dressed in a red cloak
and wearing a helm with a cross superimposed over the
nasal.

Crohelm was the warlord of the Saers during the con-
flicts with the beastmen. When he first became leader,
he founded the Order of War, so that the warriors of the
Saers would always be loyal to their king. His stronghold,
Castle Crohelm, is though to be located somewhere on the
wild borders of Brissenmor.

“Crohelm strike fear upon my enemies.”

Magundurn : Famed Metalsmith of the gods, Magundurn
took it upon himself to equip the other Drue Lords and
their followers with weapons that would ensure their vic-
tory over the beastmen. Naturally he is equipped with a
full panoply of enchanted arms, but they are unusual in
their simplicity. His armor is impenetrable. His weapons
are perfectly balanced, unbreakable, and capable of pierc-
ing any material, save his armor. Likewise, his fortress is
unvanquishable, save for his sword.

Magundurn never led the Drue Lords, but he did per-
form some notable deeds. He fashioned a magical loom
to make gold cloth. The loom was intended as a gift
for Pella, but Crohelm, during a fit of mischievousness,
tried to steal it (duping Tralloth into helping him carry
it) so that he could get the credit instead. Magundurn
had the foresight to protect the loom with clever traps,
which snared Crohelm and Tralloth and flung them from
his fortress. Magundurn later convinced Romach that the
workers needed representation to protect them from the
warriors, and thus founded the Order of Aid.

Magundurn’s color is iron grey and his symbols are the
hammer, anvil, and tongs.

Morchane: Founder and Keeper. His magical power ex-
ceeds that of any other Drue Lord by far, with the excep-

tion of Troella. Jealous of Romach’s experience, Mor-
chane became obsessed with accumulating knowledge.
Eventually he became famous for his library that contains
every secret, save one, that has ever been or ever will be.
The secret not known is that which will save the world
from destruction in the Last War. Morchane keeps the li-
brary in his magical palace of unknown and unfindable
location.

Morchane appears strong but elderly, and wields an en-
chanted cane that can shatter rigid targets with a touch
(and a loud clap). When Morchane was assembling the
Drue Lords, he would travel from tribe to tribe, select-
ing promising youths and putting them through trials. He
earned a reputation for settling conflicts and speaking rid-
dles to the chieftains. He often extracted prices for his
services—in particular secrets—which he was fond of
keeping. Thus, it is believed that Morchane knows the lin-
eage and histories of every person in Worlorn. Morchane
founded the Order of Rule as a way to keep the chieftains
in line.

“Morchane knows.”

Romach: Chief Drue Lord and Prince of the Saers.
Wielding the blade Fallanfer, Romach deposed the bes-
tial king of the Saers in the Battle Dinbath. Romach is
the most widely-educated and most charming of the Drue
Lords, but he was for some time more interested in the
arts than in responsibilities.

Eventually Romach wizened up and assumed the role of
leader, the third in that position after Morchane and Cro-
helm. He was leader during the conflicts with the War-
lock, and still maintains the highest rank among the Drue
Lords. Romach has a magical harp which entrances its lis-
teners. He also wields a full complement of enchanted ar-
mour and weapons, including the sword Fallanfer, a spear,
and a bow.

Romach founded the Order of Law, and inventor of the
Romang system of writing.

“Guide my hand, O Prince.”

Tralloth : Champion of the Saers. A hero of noble birth,
Tralloth is the mightiest of the Drue Lords, but not so
smart. Crohelm easily convinced him to help steal the
magic loom from Magundurn. Nevertheless, Tralloth has
the respect of many warriors. The seven sons of Tralloth
were themselves mighty heroes, whose exploits and lead-
ership eventually led to the founding of special suborders
within the Order of War.

Besides strength, Tralloth also has great agility and ath-
letic ability. His skill is so great that he disdains the use
of weapons and armour, always fighting barehanded and
stripped to the waist.
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Tralloth’s color is orange.

“Tralloth give me strength.”

Troella: Dark Hag of the Crags. A powerful sorceress,
she is also quite crafty in battle, blending magic arts and
might in subtle and cunning ways. Her baroque armor is
enchanted to deceive viewers into believing she is else-
where. Likewise, her sword can attack in many places
at once, at any range within line of sight (which she en-
hances through scrying).

Troella dwells in Fearthlond, a place she chose after alien-
ating herself from the other Drue Lords. When the War-
lock came to power, she took a neutral stance, a move
viewed dimly by Crohelm; which did not help his chances
with Troella’s daughter Pella. Perceptive historians be-
lieve that it was Crohelm who originated the nasty rumors
of Troella’s wickedness, a trait often exaggerated yet en-
couraged by Troella herself (no doubt to frustrate Cro-
helm’s efforts).

Troella is tall and beautiful, except when she chooses to
appear as a shrivelled hag instead. Her symbol is the moon
and her color is midnight blue. Troella has promised her
daughter Pella to many famous heroes, on condition that
an impossible task be performed, but they all failed.

“If your aren’t good, Troella will snare you in her wicked
web, and make you spin iron.”

10.4 OTHERS

Pella: Beauty of the world. The daughter of Troella,
Pella’s magic lies almost entirely in her unearthly attrac-
tiveness. Only Magundurn has ever won her affection, for
he forged the magical loom that made gold cloth.

“Pella has blessed you with great beauty.”

Rolkinform : The Warlock. Thought to be one of Mor-
chane’s generation, he did not join with the Drue Lords
but rather formed his own independent center of power,
located in Gedringale.

Tir-Cadrun : A peasant hero. He quested to find Welgo-
nell, Hall of Malladun, so that the world might be saved
from the Great Drought. To gain entrance to Welgonell, he
had to die. When he convinced Malladun to cause rain, he
was returned to the world. Unfortunately the clouds were
unlocked so suddenly that the torrents of rain flooded all
of Goertha, thus destroying the ancient kingdom of An-
gorn.

“Bless these crops, Tir-Cadrun, and make the year boun-
tiful.”

10.5 HOLIDAYS

Rising Fires: Marking the first day of the season of As-
cent, Rising Fires is marked by dancing, games, and con-
tests. The entire affair is held outdoors, and flowers are
strung everywhere. Often the courtship of Pella by Cro-
helm is re-enacted. Rising Fires is also the traditional high
holiday honoring Malladun.

High Fires: The first day of summer is celebrated by High
Fires. A peasant always fears his crops will fall to the cor-
rupt influences of evil spirits. Stories are told by the hi-
erophants of beastmen who befouled the land prior to the
rise of the Drue Lords to remind everyone of the poten-
tial evils. Prior to the time of the Drue Lords, High Fires
served exclusively to honor Fendor.

In addition to the usual contests and games, a main part
of High Fires centers around performing rituals of protec-
tion and warding. Afterwards, of course, the farmers are
supposed to be diligent toward weeding their fields.

Dwindling Fires: Descent comes after harvest, and for
Dwindling Fires a private family feast is held. Dwindling
Fires marks the time when Tir-Cadrun crossed the Sea of
Rue and, after dying, was admitted into Welgonell. Af-
ter the local priest tells the story of Tir-Cadrun’s quest,
the participants make a circuit around the perimeter of the
village or castle, and then retire to an indoor meal.

Dwindling Fires is also an important holiday honoring Li-
dach.

Cold Fires: Winter is Drune’s time. On Cold Fires, an-
imals are slaughtered and their spirits sent to the under-
world as gifts to the Lord of the Dead. The spirits of
ancestral clan spirits are honored and beseeched to pro-
vide protection through the winter. Like Dwindling Fires,
the actual holiday feast is held inside and gifts are shared
amongst family members.

11 PALLONIC LAW

Pallonic law is meant to keep the laws uniform, though
because of the powers of the Order of Rule, regional vari-
ations do exist.

All executive, legislative, and judicial powers reside in the
hands of members of the Order of Rule. The remaining
three Orders exist to support (and in some ways limit) the
powers of the Lords. Laws in Worlorn, as in Pallon, take
on a territorial nature because each Lord holds authority
over his dominion. The glue that allows them to share
common legal philosophies is termed Pallonic Law. Be-
cause the rank of a Lord determines his power with respect
to other Lords, higher ranking Lords will often dictate the
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precedence to lower ranking Lords. Essentially this means
that the laws of most dominions, especially those concern-
ing nobles, have been shaped by the decisions of the King.

A major responsibility of the Hierophants is to record the
decisions made in court cases (i. e. they keep the written
version of Pallonic Law). Thus a Hierophant must always
be present when a judgment is passed. A Lord will often
consult with the Hierophants in weighing a decision for
complex or touchy cases.

A Lord may also grant judicial powers to a member of
any order. In this case, appeals can be made to the Lord
himself. Appeals can also be made against the decision
of a Lord to a higher- ranking Lord, but only nobles are
permitted to do so.

Punishment for most crimes is a fee, usually in chattel.
For serious crimes, such as oathbreaking and murder, cap-
ital punishment may be meted out by the lord of the vic-
tim. In Goertha hanging is practised, but bodily mutilation
is rare. (Contrast this with the more ‘civilized’ Ralubians,
who commonly practice torture and perform amputations
and executions by the sword or axe).

12 GOERTHAN HISTORY

The history of Goertha is in the keeping of the Hiero-
phants, who distribute the knowledge as they see fit. Here
is a general overview of the history, by major period:

12.1 THE GUR-DOCHERLAN

When Mankind was first brought to Madoria, the land was
inhabited by fearsome monsters and beastmen. A con-
frontation took place between the god Fendor and Cromir-
ling King Eimragh. It was Suron-Dur and Harringfender
who inadvertently angered the Cromirlings at Eimragh’s
Hall, the world was plunged into a cataclysmic battle: the
Gur-Docherlan. If this were any war, one might think that
it lasted only for a few months, or perhaps even years.
But the period called Gur-Docherlan in fact lasted for cen-
turies. During this time whole civilizations rose and fell in
climactic struggle with the various enemies of mankind.
However, the story of the Gur-Docherlan is really about
the final battle between the men of Malladun, and the
Cromir armies of Eimragh the Creator.

When the final days were near, few living members of
Cromir-kind remained on Madoria, but their tombs and
their battle monuments pimpled the earth. The men of
Malladun, led by the gods Paldrune and Harringfendor,
had surrounded the last straggling group of Cromirlings,

including Eimragh himself, on the shores of Lake Ca-
maerra.

“Lay down your arms and surrender to us,” cried the gods
of men to the King of Cromirlon.

Eimragh would not listen to their petty demands, and Eim-
ragh grew angry. He threw up his scaly arms with a great
shout, so great that the mountains curled up their feet and
hunched their shoulders, and the blackened trees of the
dying forests shuddered and collapsed. Then Eimragh the
Creator leapt into the vault of the heavens, all fiery with
his rage, burning like a comet, sailing higher and higher
until finally giving way to the demands of the Gorza, the
Earth Mother, and returning home. He landed full into
the middle of Lake Camaerra and caused its waters to
evacuate. The force of the landing was so great that now
the mountains lay flat and the plains rose up. But then
Eimragh, knee-deep in the mires of Camaerra’s bottom,
pressed his hands against the shores with and pushed until
his arms were outspread. The great continent of Andora
wailed in agony as she was split in two halves—Auradea
and Velaria—and now the mountains grew higher and the
plains deeper, throwing up into the air all the armies that
marched on land, tossing them about like little toy men
and toy monsters.

Malladun was the Lord of Sky, and with his breath sucked
in all his men and all the allies of man, thus saving them
from destruction. The Cromirlings and their allies, how-
ever, did not fare so well. Nor did Eimragh, for after see-
ing the folly of his actions he tried to run about the land,
so that he may catch his falling children. Alas, when he
rose to step out of the bed of Lake Camaerra, he found
himself trapped in the mires, one foot each stuck in a hole
deeper than any other place on Madoria. Then the wa-
ters of the Lake came rushing back from where they had
gone, and filled the basin until Eimragh was up to his neck
in water. At this the gods of men laughed. Their smiths
forged great chains and bound Eimragh securely. Then
they plucked him from his trap and threw him down into
the deepest pit of Temorgor.

12.2 THE CLIFFS OF TROCHANIN

With the Cromirlings defeated and Eimragh safely incar-
cerated in Temorgor, Malladun exhaled and let out all his
men onto the top of Angerny Eldon, just like before.

Suron-Dur, first Tassotarn of Malladun, performed a great
many deeds. His first was to lead the Aristings down
Angerny Eldon, across Loch-Saglis and down the treach-
erous Cliffs of Trochanin, called Tereckaning by the
Fards. The trail was so hazardous that half the Aristings
refused to complete the journey.
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12.3 ANGORLON

Half of the people who did follow Suron-Dur down the
Cliffs of Trochanin died in the attempt. Those who sur-
vived were the strong Aristing tribes that founded Angor-
lon, sometimes called Angorn.

The first of these was Angorlon, and here men exalted
themselves in their victory.

“We are greater than Cromirlings,” they said, and erected
towering statues of their gods and of their heroes and of
their greatest leaders. These statues they put around a
great temple and from this temple their High Priest ruled
Angorn. Every year people from all around the land
would make a pilgrimage to see the statues and pray at
their feet. During all this, Malladun watched from above
and was glad.

So many generations passed and many High Priests who
ruled from the temple all of Angorlon passed also. And
during those many generations countless folk from all
parts of the land made countless pilgrimages to the stat-
ues at the temple and uttered countless countless prayers
at the feet of those statues.

12.4 THE QUEST OF TIR-CADRUN

Many years of peace passed, and Malladun grew bored.
So he locked up the clouds, climbed his way to
Welgonell—his castle in the sky—and fell asleep.

The result was the Great Drought. The first year hardly af-
fected Angorlon at all, but the second year exhausted the
food stores and threatened thousands of people with star-
vation. So the king of Angorlon searched the realm for a
hero to travel to Welgonell and wake the god. The hero he
found was Tir-Cadrun.

Tir-Cadrun had to die to get to Welgonell and beg Mal-
ladun to let the clouds rain again. The resulting storms
flooded all of Goertha. Tir-Cadrun was returned to the
world of the living only to find Angorlon destroyed by the
Big Flood.

12.5 THE DARKNESS

Centuries elapsed before civilization returned to Goertha.
During the Darkness, beastmen tribes returned to estab-
lish dominion and frightful monsters roamed the wasted
landscape. Then in the east, a dark being referred to only
as the Warlock arose and assumed leadership of the beast-
men.

12.6 THE DRUE LORDS

There were survivors of the Big Flood—Saers and Langs
from the edges of Goertha who had fled before the wa-
ters took their homes. The Drue Lords were Saerish
heroes who led their tribes out of Somberwood and back
to their homeland. Battles raged for centuries between the
Warlock’s beastman tribes and the kingdoms of the Drue
Lords.

A large body of myth comes from this period, includ-
ing the stories revolving around Crohelm, Tralloth, and
Troella of Fearthlond, and of Pella and Magundurn. Ro-
mach invented his sacred writing symbols to record such
tales.

12.7 THE VERENTIAN EMPIRE

About 400 years ago, the Verentians came. They already
had a powerful kingdom that had risen from the ashes of
the Maletrian Empire. The smallish kingdoms of Goertha,
such as Halribia and Saerlon, who squabbled constantly
with each other, were no match for the might of Veren-
tis. These westerners brought civilization to Goertha, and
introduced such things as a system of writing free of the
secrecy surrounding Romang and a common calendar.

The Verentians held their highest god to be Maladun (Mal-
hduen), who was obviously the same god Malladun (Mal-
adhn) that the Goerthans honored. The Verentians ini-
tially assumed that the barbarians of Goertha had acquired
knowledge of the deity via trade.

12.8 PALLON

Not quite two hundred years later, the Verentian Empire
found it could not manage its eastern holdings. A ma-
jor factor in this was the (re-)discovery that Mankind had
originally come from Angerny Eldon (actually only the
Aristings), and that Goertha had religious significance. To
appease Maladun—in case the god had taken offense at
the trouncing of his people—the Verentian king Buriant
II constructed a magnificent temple on the Isle of Mir-
sach and allowed the Grand Pontiff (Saer. Tassotarn) of
Maladun to hold court there.

In a few generations the Grand Pontiff’s power gave him
control of Eastern Verentis. Thus was founded the Sacred
Realm of Pallon. The priests of Malladun believed that,
like Tir-Cadrun, Angorlon had risen from the dead.
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12.9 RECENT HISTORY

Pallon controlled the majority of Goertha and was the per-
sonal dominion of the Grand Pontiff, who derived his au-
thority from Malladun, chief of the Goerthan gods. Rank-
ing beneath him were the various pontifices, prelates, and
hierophants. The story is rather complex, but basically the
Pontifex-Duke Drunhar and the Circle betrayed the Grand
Pontiff Modrun VI and started a civil war. The last major
battle involving Pallon was the Siege of Mirsach, where
the forces of the Circle met the armies of Modrun (led by
Grand Master Hueor) in the fields on the mainland just
south of Mirsach. Hueor was slain and Modrun’s armies
routed, but Mirsach, under the guidance of Duke Surgorn,
survived. The city was not without casualties. Modrun,
an old man, died in bed when he heard his forces were de-
feated. The statue of Malladun was toppled and the claim
made that the god himself was destroyed by his enemies.
Now the Saerlins are divided into four realms: Worlorn,
Tredaen, Cro-Carlon, and Galfmor (which includes Mer-
glan).

Worlorn is ruled by Surgorn, who has taken the title of
King. Surgorn also has great influence over Mirsach,
although ostensibly that city is free and independent.
Tredaen is ruled by Prince Durn the Black, a former ban-
dit lord who threw in his support for Modrun and was thus
rewarded by Surgorn with legally recognized lands. Cro-
Carlon is a backwater, which claimed its independence
when no one seemed to notice (or even care) that a break
in the chain of rule left its lord dangling. Galfmor is ruled
by King Drunhar.

The Siege of Mirsach occurred about one score years ago.
There have been border skirmishes between Galfmor and
Worlorn ever since. Originally Worlorn’s borders were
quite close to Mirsach, but slowly Galfmor gained the
lands to cut them off. Surgorn attempted a major incur-
sion about seven years ago, but only regained possession
of Caella and the Plain of Sacred Footpaths.

12.10 THE LEGEND OF HUEOR

It is said that Hueor rose from the dead to challenge
Cromirling King Haroz. Hueor led his Company through
Somberwood to slay every Grueslin or Cromirling in
sight, just to get Haroz’ attention. They never did meet.

It is also said that Hueor was a demon, who turned to the
side of good. His skin was grey like stone and his eyes
purple like amethysts. Hueor stood taller than seven feet
and was completely hairless, like a statue.

At the Siege of Mirsach, the forces of Pallon were com-
pletely outnumbered. Hueor ordered his army to hold

back, because he did not want to see them slaughtered. In-
stead he rode forward to meet the enemy single-handedly.
He would have won, too, but it was an off day for him.

12.11 THE SIEGE OF MIRSACH

In 1963, Modrun Pontifex-Duke of Hidmor was selected
as Tassotarn of Pallon on the basis of his remarkable vi-
sion and intelligence. Like many well-bred nobles of Pal-
lon, Modrun VI was educated in the finest schools of
the Verentian Empire. His predecessor Modrun V had
practiced a policy of openness with foreigners. As a re-
sult many visitors and mercenaries from the Kingdom of
Fearthlond, the wilderlands of Targelon, and even the dis-
tant kingdoms of the Andalors lived in the largest towns
of Pallon. It was fashionable for high-ranking priests to
have fearsome Fardic Rhoenach as bodyguards. Mod-
run VI himself invited the Masterteller Waell of Rentorn
(a Fardic town) to his court to provide entertainment.

In 1966, after a Rhoenach bodyguard murdered the
Pontifex-Duke of Galfmor, the Tribunal met and elected
the hot-headed priest Drunhar to the post. Despite efforts
by Modrun to subvert the rising young star’s influence, the
Tribunal decided that Drunhar, renowned for his distrust
of the Fards, would appease the nobles of Galfmor. Fric-
tion between the Merglannish folk and the Fards created
the conditions necessary for the move.

Wasting no time, Drunhar quickly discovered the secret of
the Rhoenach: they had forsaken the gods of Malladun’s
court and practiced vile rituals that the Targelings had
taught them. The rituals involved sacrifices and the drink-
ing of blood. Though these rituals were typically per-
formed only before battle (to grant the Rhoenach super-
natural strength and savageness), occasionally the pow-
ers became uncontrollable. This is what happened to
the Rhoenach that murdered the former Pontifex-Duke
of Galfmor. Under supernatural influence the man suc-
cumbed to a bloodthirsty madness and slew the Pontifex-
Duke. Drunhar spread the information via his followers to
gain the support of the general populace and to influence
the Tribunal to his side.

Rhoenach bodyguards were subjected to a cleansing, with
every soldier in Pallon given orders to kill them on sight.
Those Rhoenach who escaped hid in the wilderness and
terrorized the countryside to exact their revenge. Waell
of Rentorn, with Modrun’s aid, assumed a disguise and
vanished.

Miners in the hills of Somberwood re-opened an aban-
doned shaft and stumbled across the lair of the strange
wizard Girion. It is believed Prince Durn struck a deal
with the wizard . . . but the particulars are known to no
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one besides the two. All that is known is that Durn the
Black declared a new Anech in 1968 and began preying on
traffic in and around Somberwood. He took residence in
Durbrach, the former stronghold of Simple Axe Maluezz.

Lord Rhivon, a Ralubian godling who sought possession
of the Eye of Bakrin, sent four adventurers to to the Tower
of Pharazz to steal the fabled item from the wizard Jarigol.
The group included: Riscallas, an adventurer from Aure-
lia; Cadred, a brigand of Somberwood; the bard Hanall
and his sidekick Wellogrun. During the attempted theft,
Hueor was freed from a 700-year imprisonment and slew
Jarigol. Over the next year or so, Hueor reacquainted him-
self with his homeland.

Now back in the north, in 1970, Drunhar convinced the
majority of the Tribunal to back him in a declaration of a
Holy War against Fearthlond. Drunhar claimed that they
practiced heretical religions, insulted Malladun’s throne
and infiltrated our society with the Rhoenach. Many be-
lieved the Rhoenach were not human. Large numbers of
Pallonic troops were amassed in Galfmor, leaving the rest
of Pallon with minimal garrisons, and even more suscep-
tible to the bandits of Anech, the roaming Rhoenach, and
finally the strengthening presence of grueslin.

The grueslin were active even in Ralubia. Hueor bat-
tled a few of them and discovered his unearthly prowess.
Along with Riscallas and Cadred, (and later joined again
by Hanall and Wellogrun), Hueor ventured into Somber-
wood to root out the grueslin.

Drunhar, tired of fighting the fierce warriors of
Fearthlond, sought alternative means of flexing his power.
He fell under the influence of a clique of priests who had
ideas that interested him and who promised new sources
of power. It is believed Drunhar himself, unable to cope
with the stresses of battle, began at this time to question
the value of serving Malladun (apparently he was more
interested in gaining power than in exercising his preju-
dices). Segments of the priesthood had always been sus-
ceptible to such corruption. The Ga-Granaen had been
formed for the purpose of rooting out such segments, but
by the reign of Modrun VI, even the Ga-Granaen had be-
come corruptible.

Though Hueor had ambitions to face King Haroz of the
Cromirs, the knights of the Order of the New Cross con-
vinced him to join their cause. After a series of violent
encounters, Hueor and his company made it to Durbrach
to face Durn the Black. Hueor was tricked into entering
Girion’s cave. Durn hoped that the wizard would deal
with the hero properly, but Girion had other plans. He
revealed to Hueor that the source of the greatest evil were
the enemies of Modrun. With the wizard’s assistance,
Hueor convinced Durn to join forces with him. When

Hanall got wind of Hueor’s intentions, he protested, ques-
tioning the motives of Girion and the worth of saving Pal-
lon. Hueor paid him little heed, however, as Girion had
told Hueor that his destiny lay in service to Modrun VI.

In 1972, Drunhar seceded Galfmor from Pallon and
marched his army southward. Hueor offered the services
of his company to Modrun VI. By this time the giant war-
rior’s fame had spread far and wide. Believing Hueor to
be a god, Modrun conferred on him the title Supreme Mar-
shall. The army of Drunhar marched toward the town of
Saint. Modrun at the time was somewhat senile and a bit
paranoid, as so many people he knew had turned on him.
When reports of the size of Drunhar’s army came in, he
went into a deep depression. His closest advisors pan-
icked. One of these ministers arranged to pay a band of
Rhoenach near Saint to loot the town, to prevent Drunhar
from seizing the city’s wealth and resupplying his army
there. Drunhar turned his army to the fields north of Saint
where Hueor’s forces were waiting.

The warriors in the army of Mirsach were counting on
the priests to bring the power of Malladun to their aid. It
never came. The priests apparently powerless, fled to the
city in barges, abandoning the warriors. To make matters
worse, Drunhar had acquired a secret weapon. With it he
slew Hueor. After that the battle was a rout.

Thus went the Siege of Mirsach. The best knights of Pal-
lon faced each other in the fields north of Saint, but Drun-
har’s army was a vastly superior force. Rather than face
complete destruction, the remnants of Hueor’s army, un-
der the direction of Constable Surgorn, retreated to Morse,
leaving Mirsach to Drunhar. Modrun, hearing the news
from his advisors, died quietly in bed.

As an aside, Hanall managed to pull Hueor’s body to
safety, where he was joined by Riscallas and Cadred.
Hanall revealed himself to be Waell of Rentorn, though
this meant little to anyone present. The three of them
buried the body in a place only they know the location
of.

After a few days of holding out, Mirsach finally surren-
dered to Drunhar. It took them time to realize that Mal-
ladun himself had been defeated. Drunhar, acknowledg-
ing the surrender, sent a small attachment to rob the city
and topple the statue of Malladun. With the assistance of
a few barges, Drunhar attempted to resupply his army, but
Surgorn sent a naval force to thwart this effort. Not having
a navy of his own and not willing to make the journey to
Morse with the limited supplies he had, Drunhar instead
turned back to concentrate on quelling the populace of his
newly conquered territories, so he withdrew his army to
Durth.

In return for his saving them, Surgorn demanded they re-
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linquish their power in the Order of Rule and grant it to
him and his nobles. The Tribunal was disbanded and their
lands given to those favored by Surgorn, namely the offi-
cers of his army. Surgorn was crowned king in the spring
of 1973.

12.12 TASSOTARNS OF PALLON

The Grand Pontiffs or, in Saerish, the Tassotarnt, were
supposedly a continuation of the line of priest-kings who
had originally ruled Saerlon before being conquered by
Verentis. Although many of the Tassotarns have the same
name, they do not necessarily indicate any familial rela-
tionship. Likewise the numeration is merely for purposes
of identification. There’s only so many names that are fit
for a Grand Pontiff.

• DURRICH I (1710–1728)

The brother of the Emperor of Verentis, Darin I
was not in line to the throne but instead entered
the Priesthood. In 1710 he was granted the title of
Grand Hierophant to go along with the new temple
built at Mirsach. In 1720, Darin declared indepen-
dence from Verentis, claiming theological right. He
renamed himself Durrich, a Saerish name. Pallon,
the ‘Shining Land’, was meant to be the rebirth of
Angorlon.

• MODRUN I (1728–1766)

After a long period of peace, internal policy in
Ralubia disintegrated and the land divided itself
into five city-states: Aribind, Caracand, Delanthel,
Tharam, and Vathir. Modrun I established a policy
of passive neutrality, seeking not to encroach upon
the enfeebled territories of the south, but instead to
open trade routes with all of them.

• DURRICH II (1766)

Caught and burned for practicing witchcraft. His
name is usually omitted from copies of this list.

• TORRIAD III (1766–1772)

In 1766 temple fanatics discovered traitors in the
government, who had fallen under the influence of
enemies of Malladun (referred to as ‘witches’). As
a result of this so-called Durrich Blasphemy, Tor-
riad instigated a full-scale Inquisition and estab-
lished the Chief Inquisitor as a major office. Anti-
witchcraft sentiment rose to levels bordering on ma-
nia, but did not reach its peak until the following
reign of Modrun II. Such sentiments spilled over to
includeall practitioners of the magical arts.

• MODRUN II (1772–1785)

Established the Final Tribunal, a body of selected
hierarchs centered in Mirsach and protected by
the Shields of Malladun (Saer. ‘Blant-an-Goer’).
Its members also created and commanded an elite
corps of assassin-spies called the Eyes of Fendor
(Saer. ‘Ga-Granaen.’)

• GURMAN I (1785–1803)

During his reign the Shields of Malladun and the
Eyes of Fendor established branches in Morianda
and Fearthlond. At this point the seed for discontent
is planted amongst the Feards. Also, the Final Tri-
bunal established the system of Orders as a means
to monitor and placate the populace.

• GURMAN II (1803–1807)

Civil turmoil, possibly fomented by witches, trou-
bled Gurman II’s reign from day one. Gurman was
slain during a riot in Saint when a stray sling-bullet
flew through a window of the besieged town gover-
nor’s manor.

• SURM I (1807–1808)

After the death of Gurman, the Final Tribunal chose
this man as Successor. Surm was the first of the so-
called Puppicrats, figureheads controlled by the Fi-
nal Tribunal. They changed their mind a year later,
in favor of a knight of Haifen.

• SURM II (1808–1834)

First of a continuous line of Tassotarns from parts
of Pallon which consistently excluded candidates
from Merglan and Doell. The loss of and subse-
quent continual lack of disfavor in the north even-
tually led to the secession of Galfmor.

• SURM III (1834–1837)

Another puppet of the Final Tribunal (tagged Pupp-
icrats by the less than respectful), he was murdered
by Inquisitors who feared he was gaining too much
public favor. Not being far from the truth, public
sentiment toward the Final Tribunal begins to turn
from awe-respect to fear-hatred.

• SURM IV (1837–1841)

The last of the Puppicrats. In 1840 a great earth-
quake shook the realm and caused Geshirt Pass to
open. Many thought it was an omen and when
the Final Tribunal persecuted the Madringal move-
ment, many citizens saw an opportunity for action.
One man rose up from undistinguished origins and
took the actual step. . . .
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• BRANN I (1841–1857)

With the help of a heroic group of Gedringal adven-
turers, Brann of Glan eliminated many of the Eyes
of Fendor and members of the Final Tribunal. In a
suprise move, the Shields of Malladun forsook the
Tribunal and pledged allegiance to the usurper. Al-
though Brann eliminated the body of the Final Tri-
bunal, he maintained the political office of Inquisi-
tor as a necessary evil.

• MODRUN III (1857–1870)

A hierophant of Brissenmor, he began a program
to extend that province’s boundaries into Somber-
wood, granting new land (Riudsech and Dartriud)
to members of his family and at the same time mak-
ing the Forest Highway more accommodating to
traders.

• MODRUN IV (1870–1894)

The folk of Somberwood, aggravated by the incur-
sions of Modrun III, begin during this reign to en-
gage in highway banditry. Their activity is at such
a level that trade between Pallon and Anphirai is
severely upset. Modrun vainly attempts to suppress
the brigands of the wood with contingents from the
Shields of Malladun.

• GURMAN III (1894–1910)

At the beginning of his reign organized members
of the Shield of Malladun and other fighting or-
ders into the new Order of the Cross, founded es-
pecially to combat the brigands of Somberwood. In
response to this, the bandit chief Simple Axe united
the various bands into a “kingdom”, called Anech.
It was a short-lived creation, however, for in 1909
the Mad Wizard of Mirsach drained the Phirine Sea
of its waters, simultaneously crippling trade. Both
Anech and the Order of the Cross found little reason
to continue, and both groups dissolved.

• BRUMMAR VII (1910–1928)

For the greater part of this reign, the Mad Wizard,
who had returned to the Goerthan realm, contin-
ued to perpetrate bizarre disasters. Brummar felt
obliged to hire a band of adventurers, led by Re-
lentis Four-Sworded. This group managed to chase
the Mad Wizard into Gedringale where, in a daz-
zling burst of fire, he leapt from atop the precipitous
Scavenger Cliffs and (presumably) met his death
hundreds of feet below.

• GURMAN IV (1928–1943)

As trade began to revive upon completion of the
Muddy Road, the Order of the Cross was reorga-
nized and included in its ranks members of the An-
phirean Order of Rangers of the Marsh. The joint
forces helped to keep the Forest Highway relatively
safe.

• MODRUN V (1943–1963)

The years of Modrun V’s reign were marked by a
quiet peace.

• MODRUN VI (1963–1972?)

In 1968 Prince Durn the Black recreated Anech
with the one-eyed Menoln the Hatchet as his sec-
ond. Several months later Hueor was freed from
Bellansich. Modrun declared a Holy War on the
heretics of Fearthlond in 1970, turning much of
Galfmor into a battlefield. Drunhar, finding so
many troops in his land and under his command
(all tired of fighting with the fearsome berserks of
Fearthlond), abruptly announced Galfmor’s seces-
sion from Pallon. In that year, 1972, he diverted the
troops toward Mirsach and warred with Modrun’s
forces under the command of Hueor, now Supreme
Marshall.

After Modrun’s death, Surgorn became king of Worlorn.
At this turn of events, the strange wizard Girion, who
dwelled below Durbrach, locked up his mysterious cave,
turning his pupil Durn (out who later, in 1984, became
Prince of Tredaen). Meanwhile Surgorn, the Constable
of Worlorn, became its king, defying Galfmor the rest of
Pallon (and Mirsach).

13 KINGDOM OF WORLORN

Worlorn is ruled by her Fach-Bandae, or King. The ti-
tle was created by Surgorn, who was the first to use it
and is the current ruler. He replaced the Tassotarn (Theo-
crat) who was the highest governmental authority under
the theocratic state of Pallon.

13.1 KINGDOM-WIDE ADMINISTRATION

After the Siege of Mirsach and the death of Malladun,
the priesthood of the Order of Rule gave up their power
to rule. The powers of the Tassotarn were informally be-
stowed upon the highest ranking member of the Order of
War who at the time was, since Haertaen Hueor had also
died, the Gurtaen Surgorn Sollorin, Lord of Gornanglae.
The charismatic nobleman had little difficulty establish-
ing his authority, since his army was loyal to him and his
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leadership uncontested. The loyalty of his officers derived
from the ritual oaths they had made as members of the Or-
der of War. These officers Surgorn elevated to positions
in the new Order of Rule.

The former members of the priestly Order of Rule went
widely separate ways. Many of the highest ranking priests
were killed in the Siege of Mirsach. Those who had the
misfortune to live in Galfmor or Merglan were persecuted,
hunted, and executed. In Worlorn, some became itinerant
holy men, some joined the Order of Law or Aid. Others
simply disappeared.

Today the Order of Rule takes on the nature of a superset
of the military Order of War. King Surgorn is simultane-
ously the highest ranking military officer, and the highest
ranking ruler of Worlorn. The actual effect of this is to
put much more power into the hands of clan heads than
they previously had, as the almost all authority rests in the
hands of the Order of Rule (see the section on Pallonic
Law.

13.2 DUCAL ADMINISTRATION

Pallon was subdivided into ecclesiastical dominions gov-
erned by high-ranking priests. Surgorn the major divi-
sions and gave them to his highest-ranking officers to gov-
ern. The title given to them is transliterated in these doc-
uments asDuke.

The major divisions (duchies) of Worlorn during the reign
of Surgorn are, in order of size:

• Sollon (towns: Sollum, Glan)

• Brissenmor (town: Stade)

• Hidmor (town: Moell)

• Tembirdam (town: Glum)

13.3 LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

The nobility of Worlorn did not change with the govern-
ment. Lands are mostly clan-owned, but the clanheads
(i. e., the owners) are almost always sworn under religious
vows of loyalty to some Ruler. Some lands and towns are
government-owned, which is to say that no clan claims
them as property.

Under the duchies, subdivisions of government often oc-
cur. Members of the Order of Rule who govern these
provinces are entitled to the use of government lands and
castles.

13.4 BRISSENMOR

Duke: Hastan (Dethrun)
Seat: Bristor
Area: 20,480 km2

Population: 156,000

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Stade C 9000 W3/C2 120 18 ha

Stade: Occupying a large islet where the Verentian High-
way crosses the confluence of the Somberflow and the
Wede. Stade is the hub of activity between Worlorn,
Tredaen, and Ralubia. Frequent traffic brings goods down
the Wede or by road from Tharam, or down the Somber-
flow from Moell, Glum, and Dis. From Stade these goods
are taken down the Somberflow to Sollum.

13.5 HIDMOR

Duke: Eindred (Carwollen)
Seat: Molich Castle
Area: 31,000 km2

Population: 180,000

The farmland at the upper end of the Somberflow begins
to diminish in fertility starting here. The people of Hid-
mor subsist more on herding orgs and fishing in streams
than do peasants downstream. They still grow mostly
grop, but geith supplements some farms in the outskirts.
The Hidmorings breed high quality hueglachs.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Moell C 16,000 W3/C3 260 32 ha

13.6 SOLLON

King : Surgorn (Sollorin)
Seat: Bar-Ennichtor
Area: 68,608 km2

Population: 522,000

The heartland of Worlorn, with Merglan, Sollon’s history
extends back to the time of Angorlon, when it was the
western half of the ancient theocratic state.

The best gardells are bred in Glan. There are famous seed-
worm farms just upriver from Sollum.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Caranmell D 4000 W3/C1 80 9 ha
Glan D 3000 W3/C1 40 7 ha
Riudanis D 600 W3/C0 10 2 ha
Sollum C 23,000 W5/C4 400 46 ha
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13.7 TEMBIRDAM

Duke: Mengon (Penfach)
Seat: Ballennich
Area: 20,000 km2

Population: 80,000

A hilly march inhabited by loggers and miners and down-
to-earth folk. There are famous deaberry orchards outside
Glum.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Glum D 7000 W3/C2 120 15 ha

14 KINGDOM OF GALFMOR

14.1 DOELL

King : Drunhar
Seat: Gloomhell
Area: 44,000 km2

Population: 223,000

The heart of Galfmor encompasses the southern part of
the Flood Torrent valley and all of the Graff valley. Geith
and grop are grown in equal proportion, with grop mostly
in the valley and geith in the uplands.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Doell C 12,000 W4/C3 200 24 ha
Faell C 8000 W4/C3 120 15 ha
Gaith C 7000 W3/C2 120 14 ha
Loglan C 8000 W3/C2 120 16 ha

14.2 GURLON

Marchion : Aldon
Seat: Sangurlich
Area: 9000 km2

Population: 125,000

A small march of Galfmor at the mouth of the river
Gedring, between Merglan, Morse, and Mirsach.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Saint C 12,000 W3/C3 200 24 ha

Saint: An important town at the junction of the Riud
and Gedring rivers, Saint is also known for her famous
rhal fields. The fields are tended by the monks of the
Monastery of Blest, just south of the city.

14.3 MERGLAN

Duke: Tollen
Seat: Durth

Area: 40,000 km2

Population: 250,000

Home of Merglannish and Gorling clans. A few commu-
nities of Ralings from Gedringale also exist.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Durth C 10,000 W3/C2 160 20 ha
Haifen C 3000 W3/C1 40 6 ha
Riud D 5000 W3/C1 80 10 ha

14.4 MORSE

Marchion : Echlan
Seat: Morstroech
Area: 7500 km2

Population: 120,000

The border march between Galfmor and Worlorn. The
Plain of Sacred Footpaths divides Morse from Sollon.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Morse C 4000 W4/C2 80 8 ha
Trest C 2000 W3/C1 40 4 ha

15 KINGDOM OF FEARTHLOND

A peripheral region of northern Goertha, sometimes not
considered part of Goertha. Feathlond was originally set-
tled by Langings who were an Aristing people in the days
of Angorlon. It was conquered by the Fards, a tribe of
Targelon who had mastered the mastodon. The Fards now
raise gardells, but not of good quality. Some mastodons
are still bred.

Fearthlond is generally a cold and bleak land. The culti-
vated patches of land on the western shore of Lake Balff-
ing and the valley of the Riding are fairly poor, and so the
hardy geith is more popular than grop.

15.1 EIRENBARG

Duke: Asgarth
Seat: Eirenbarg/Eirenbarg
Area: 12,000 km2

Population: 62,000

The northern reach of Fearthlond is still largely popu-
lated by Langings, but the Fards have a strong presence
amongst the nobility.

The rugged hills north of Eirenbarg fall under the domin-
ion of the Copper King, a legendary Younger Cromir.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Eirenbarg B 5000 W3/C1 80 10 ha
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15.2 HELLANDEGN

King : Gofferd
Seat: Hellandegn/Degnhell
Area: 26,000 km2

Population: 136,000

The power base of the Fards. Some Langings amongst the
peasantry, but most are mixture of Fard and Lang.

Opposite Degnhell across Lake Balffing are the crags
wherein dwell Troella.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Arkmeilan B 2000 W2/C1 40 5 ha
Gledanis C 3500 W3/C1 40 7 ha
Hellandegn B 8600 W3/C2 120 17 ha

15.3 RIDING, THE

Marchion : Grenley
Seat: Raenbarg
Area: 12,000 km2

Population: 44,000

This march extends westward from the kingdom heart-
land into the forboding woods of Targelon. It is basically
a stretch of land on either side of the trade route to Mo-
rianda. The town of Rentorn serves as a trading center
between Fearthick merchants and the nearest Targeling
tribes.

The population is mostly Langings, who emigrated here
from Lake Balffing after the Fards took control of that
area. The Fards themselves dwelt in the Riding prior to
invading the Balffing basin.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Rentorn C 4200 W3/C1 80 9 ha

15.4 TEMORLOCK

Duke: Trusgard
Seat: Temorlock
Area: 20,000 km2

Population: 113,000

Guarding the southern entrance into Fearthlond, Temor-
lock castle sits across the Flood Torrent like a massive
flood gate.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Temorlock B 6000 W3/C1 120 12 ha

16 OTHER GOERTHAN DOMINIONS

Goertha encompasses eight states, dominated by the king-
doms of Worlorn and Galfmor. The list below gives each
state and its major subdivisions. Capital towns are in
parentheses, optionally followed by a slash and the name
of the seat of power, typically a castle of some sort.

16.1 CRO-CARLON

Prince: Harm
Seat: Croest
Area: 1150 km2

Population: 21,000

A lightly populated, rural backwater. The wilderness
around the river valley is inhabited by barbarians and
maybe a few beastmen. (But not Grueslin Wood &mdash;
it’s clean).

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Croest C 14,000 W3/C3 240 28 ha

16.2 DURBRACH

Lord : Menoln the Hatchet
Seat: Durbrach
Area: 5400 km2

Population: Unknown

Not recognized as a state by its neighbors, Durbrach is the
stronghold founded by Simple Axe Maluezz in the early
19th century. Its inhabitants live by banditry.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Durbrach E 2000 W3/C1 40 3 ha

16.3 GEDRINGALE

King : Arbunthord
Seat: Gedral
Area: 19,000 km2

Population: 75,000

The people of Gedringale are collectively known as Dal-
ings. The Ralings live in the valleys, the Shibberlings
in the highlands. Madringals (Wakers) wander outside
Gedringale.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Gedral D 9000 W3/C3 120 18 ha
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16.4 HALRIBIA

King : Alphaz III
Seat: Castle Omen
Area: 8700 km2

Population: 60,000

A tiny Ralubian kingdom situated in the vale of Lake Om-
enarcas.

16.5 MIRSACH

Lord : Siarhun
Seat: Mirsach
Area: 600 km2

Population: 10,000

A holy city on a large island in the mouth of River
Gedring.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Mirsach B 10,000 W5/C4 160 18 ha

16.6 TREDAEN

Prince: Durn the Black
Seat: Ben-Disich
Area: 10,000 km2

Population: 40,000

Tredaen is a small nation of smiths and foresters ruled by
the aging hero, Durn the Black. Its small army consists of
officers from the Solemn Company plus a few ex-Knights
of the Cross.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Dis C 5000 W3/C2 80 10 ha

17 GOERTHAN ECONOMY

17.1 GOERTHAN AGRICULTURE

During the season of Descent in the month of Effellor, the
farmers plough the open geith fields with teams of pack
lizards. The seedworms, now fully grown after a summer
of weeding, are brought out to begin the process of sowing
and harrowing. The worms are stuffed with seed, which
they cannot eat, and are then sent down the furrows. The
seedworms feed on the young weeds that are just starting
to pop up, and gradually expel the seed. In the process
they break up dirt clogs and cover up their trail. As an ex-
tra benefit, they digest any weak or rotten seeds, leaving
behind only the strongest.

In the winter, if the weather allows, those orgs not slaugh-
tered in Sarpellor are allowed to graze on the fallow fields.
Pack lizards and seedworms hibernate during the winter,
and require an insignificant amount of feed during this
time. They are needed again in the season of Ascent,
starting with the month of Arhant, to plough and sow the
grop fields. The orgs graze on fallow at this time as well,
though during sowing they are occasionally employed to
ward off scarworms. Sowing time is also time for Cro-
helm’s Watch, a vigil against the wiles of Troella, who
sends her minions to eat the newly planted seed.

During the first month of summer (Selant) both pack
lizards and seedworms are employed in the weeding pro-
cess. Harvest occurs at the end of summer, in the month
of Dent, during which spring and winter crops are reaped.

17.2 BASIS

An individual eats 2 kg of domestic food per day. This
comes out to 730 kg per year. That’s about 1 kL of food
per year, which can be produced by 5 hectares of land
(this includes grain, fish, vegetables, poultry, dairy, etc).
The 5-hectare figure is a very conservative approximation
and gives plenty of leeway for variation.

17.2.1 CONVERSIONS

1 bushel = 40 litres
1 kilolitre = 25 bushels
1 acre = 0.4 hectare
1 hectare = 2.5 acres

17.3 STAPLE CROPS

Geith: Given poor soils, geith is grown. In a two or three-
field system, geith is planted during autumn. Scythes are
used for harvesting. Geith is ground up to make flour
for pastries and biscuits. Every two litres of geith seed
can yield five litres of grain. The average yield density is
900 litres of grain per hectare, at 0.4 kg per litre.

Grop: In better soils, grop is grown. In a two- or three-
field system, grop is planted in the spring. The thin, elon-
gated sheaths which hold the grain may be shaken loose,
but typically a hacking knife is used for cutting. The grop
produces a seed which is ground up to make a coarse,
cake-like bread, or used as a crunchy snack. Boiled grop
soup is renowned for its lack of flavor. Grop has a yield
ratio of 4:1. On the average each hectare of grop produces
1 kL of grain, at 0.7 kg per litre.
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17.4 FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

Dachaills: A sweet, golden fruit imported from southern
nations. The dachaill is used in confections. The dachaill
can also be used to produce a wine, which can further be
processed into a beverage similar to cognac. Each are of
dachaill orchard can yield 300 litres of produce, at 0.5 kg
per litre.

Deaberries: Deaberries are purplish and used in pastries
and desserts. They are sweet and slightly sour. Each are
of deaberry orchard can yield 300 litres of produce, at
0.35 kg per litre.

Rhalberries: These are delicious berries used in pastries
or as standalone desserts. Rhalberry pie recipies are hot
items for contests and conversation. Each are of rhalberry
orchard can yield 300 litres of produce, at 0.35 kg per litre.

Others: A wide variety of roots and leafy vegetables are
commonly grown in villagers’ gardens and used in soups
and stews.

17.5 BEVERAGES

Beer: The Ralubians grow a reed in their marsh which is
used in brewing ale to produce reed beer. Most Goerthans
drink mead or ale.

Dachaill Wine: A fine beverage, affordable only by the
well-to-do in Goertha. Dachaill wine is often distilled to
produce a cognac-type of drink called Cadrun’s Wine.

17.6 MEAT ANIMALS

Gluck: A typical farm fowl, kept by nearly all peasant
families. Glucks are similar to chickens, but as stupid as
turkeys. Gluck hens can be expected to produce a half-
dozen or so glucklings yearly. Diet: herbivore; Type:
grazer; Average Lifespan: 8 years; Weight: 8 kg

Org: The domesticated org provides meat and dairy prod-
ucts and is cheap to feed, since they eat anything. If not
fattened for food, orgs can also serve as guard animals,
and can even keep out scarworms if given proper num-
bers. Orgs are commonly used to help clear stubble after
harvest, though they are not as efficient as pack lizards.
Diet: omnivore; Type: gatherer; Average Lifespan: 10
years; Weight: 100 kg; Weapons: Teeth; Armor: Hide.

Seedworm: Six metres long and a metre in diameter,
these burrowing detritivores have two purposes on Go-
erthan farms: turning soil and filling stomachs. Seed-
worms are cheap and their flesh preserves well when
salted and dried. Unfortunately the yield is rather low:
only about 5herbivore; Type: filter; Average Lifespan: 6

years; Weight: 680 kg.

17.7 OTHER DOMESTICATED ANIMALS

Gantach: A 2m-long hunting beast, also useful as a guard
or war beast. They are expensive to train and breed, thus
usually held in common in villages. Nobles tend to own
them in plenty. Habitat: Temperate woods and plains; Ac-
tivity: Any; Diet: carnivore; Type: chaser; Average Lifes-
pan: 16 years; Weight: 200 kg; Weapons: Teeth; Armor:
Scales

Gardell: Pricey, difficult to breed two-legged avio-
saurids. They are both scaled and feathered, with toothed
beaks and vicious claws. Gardells are typically bred to
have flashy colors. Nobles and knights ride them into bat-
tle. Habitat: Temperate land; Activity: Day; Diet: carni-
vore; Type: pouncer; Average Lifespan: 10 years; Weight:
800 kg; Weapons: Claws & Teeth; Armor: Scales.

Hueglach: A common, two-legged pack beast related to
the gardell. Hueglachs can be rode by small persons, but
usually serve to carry light loads. Habitat: Temp to trop
swamp or forest; Activity: Day; Diet: omnivore; Type:
hunter; Average Lifespan: 10 years; Weight: 500 kg;
Weapons: Teeth; Armor: Scales.

Pack Lizard: The ubiquitous four-legged draft animal of
Madoria. They are used both to pull carts and wagons, and
to carry medium loads on their backs. Pack lizards are
also employed to graze on the stubble left after harvest-
ing. Habitat: Any warm land; Activity: Day; Diet: omni-
vore; Type: grazer; Average Lifespan: 12 years; Weight:
1100 kg; Weapons: Teeth; Armor: Scales.

Summary of Domestic Animals
Animal Wgt Food Fodder Price
Gantach 200 16 3 40.
Gardell 800 65 11 1000.+
Gluck 8 1 0.1 1.
Hueglach 500 40 7 200.
Pack Lizard 1100 90 16 400.
Org 100 8 1.5 10.
Seedworm 680 4 10 30.

Weight in kg; food value and fodder are in man-day ra-
tions; prices in silver dors.

17.8 PLANT PRODUCTS

Arach: Most trees in Sioncarwood and Somberwood are
arachs. Most of the buildings of Goertha are built of arach
and stone. Arach is a sturdy, rigid hardwood and makes
good staves. Arachnuts are inedible.
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Cotherell: The cotherell is more or less similar to flax,
and references made to linen are actually to the material
made from the cotherell.

Len: An evergreen tree which has strong, pliant wood
used for making longbows. The len is especially common
in Gedringale, but also grows in the highland regions of
Somberwood.

Muegran: A shrub which produces a cotton-like mate-
rial also called muegran. Luckily, the muegran is not as
difficult to process as cotton.

17.9 MONEY

Worlorn uses the grich, the dor, and the bess in exchange.
The bess has a star on one face and the Verentian syllable
for ‘bess’ on the other. The dor has a mace on the face,
and a house on the reverse. The grich has a diamond boss
on the face and a sheaf of grain (grop) on the reverse.

The bess represents 38 g gold and is valued at 240 p. The
dor is a 5 g silver coin, and is worth 1 p, so that there are
240 dors to a bess. The dor is the most common coin in
circulation, and for this reason prices are expressed rela-
tive to it. A grich is one-fourth dor.
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